Note that the promotion has not changed consumers' brand choices; it has only changed the timing of Consumer l's purchase. However, when a logit model is used, it reads data from purchase observations only and associates higher probabilities of purchasing Brand A with promotions available for Brand A. The model overestimates the brandswitching effect because it is designed to "fit" the statistical relationship between purchase probabilities and promotion availability without recognizing the purchase-time adjustment of a forward-looking consumer.2 A nested logit model may partly alleviate the overestimation problem by calculating brand switching conditional on a promotion-driven purchase-timing decision. However, this model is a reduced form in that it does not model the process of dynamic decision making: It still "fits" the relationship between probability of purchasing and promotion availabilities of Brand A. In general, logit and nested logit choice models are too simple to take into account consumers' forward-looking behavior. For example, nested logit models naturally capture purchase acceleration but do not easily capture purchase deceleration. A dynamic structural model in which the purchase-timing decision is endogenized is designed to model this behavior explicitly.
In addition to more accurate estimation of brand switching as a result of marginal additional promotion, another potential advantage of a dynamic rational model is that it can avoid overprediction of brand switching when there is a shift in promotion policy. Keane (1997a) conjectures that the logit model would be especially ineffective if a brand were to change its promotion policy, because the model does not describe how consumer purchase strategies adapt to the new policy.
The intuition that logit choice models overstate the switching effect makes sense but simplifies the problem in two ways. First, logit models completely ignore the purchase-timing decision and consider promotion solely as a brand-switching game. As we mentioned previously, techniques exist to examine choice and timing decisions jointly (Bell, Chiang, and Padmanabhan 1999; Chiang 1991; Chintagunta 1993; Gupta 1988). Second, the intuition does not explicitly take into account consumer preferences. Modeling heterogeneity is an inherent part of any logit model and may help alleviate the bias.
Therefore, we undertake the following steps to demonstrate the existence of bias and prescribe a solution for it: First, we develop a dynamic structural consumer-decision model of incidence and choice. The potential advantage of the structural model is more accurate brand-switching elasticity estimates because it endogenously models the process by which rational consumers adjust their timing decisions in response to promotion uncertainty. In accordance with Keane (1997a), we believe this will be particularly effective in evaluating changes in promotion policy. Second, we compare this model to variations of both stand-alone logit choice models and choice/incidence models, taking into account heterogeneity in consumer preferences. We conduct the following analyses: *Synthetic data simulation: Assuming that the structural model is correct, we generate purchase-timing and choice decisions, and we estimate logit, nested logit, and structural models on the data. This simulation shows that the logit and nested logit models produce upwardly biased estimates of promotion-induced brand switching, compared with the true effect as generated by the structural model. The logit model results are more upwardly biased than those of the nested logit model, suggesting that taking into account purchase timing at least partially addresses the bias issue. *Empirical estimation: We estimate the logit, nested logit, and structural models on real data and compare brand-switching elasticities across the models. We find that the structural model fits the data better, and the elasticity results mirror the synthetic data simulation. The logit model elasticities are greater than the nested logit elasticities, which in turn are greater than the structural model elasticities. *Policy simulation: Starting with the real data, we increase the promotion frequency for one brand and use our models to predict sales with and without the policy change. This is a test of ]We acknowledge the stimulating comments raised by an anonymous reviewer on a different article by one of the authors, which also served to motivate this example.
2Note that promotions can also induce larger purchase quantities, and it is not difficult to construct examples that show that this effect can also induce an upward bias in brand-switching effects. This therefore may accentuate the bias. However, we simplify the analysis by focusing on brand choice and purchase incidence. the Lucas critique (Lucas 1976) , which states that policy models that do not account for adjustments agents make in response to a "regime" change produce biased predictions. As we expected, we find that the logit and nested logit models predict much higher sales for the brand with increased promotion than does the structural model; this is because the structural model addresses the Lucas critique by modeling how consumers change their purchase timing in response to policy change.
Overall, the results suggest that logit choice models overestimate brand-switching elasticities. Although nested logit models partially mitigate the problem, a structural model, such as the one we propose, addresses the problem comprehensively.
We proceed as follows: First, we develop the structural model. Second, we present our synthetic data simulation, our empirical estimation, and our policy simulation. Finally, we conclude with a summary and discussion of the implications for both researchers and managers. We propose a dynamic structural model for analyzing the effect of promotion on brand switching in an uncertain promotion environment. Our primary theme is that forwardlooking, rational consumers make it difficult for nondynamic models to measure brand switching. Therefore, the key phenomena we incorporate are promotion expectations, brand choice and incidence, and dynamic utility maximization. The need to model promotion expectations and brand choice is obvious given our purpose. The dynamic rational model literature assumes that consumers either maximize long-term utility or minimize long-term costs under a weekly consumption constraint. We believe that utility maximization, is more appropriate for our needs, because we want consumers to have the option of forgoing or accelerating consumption.
MODELING CONSUMER DECISIONS IN
Comparing these aspects with those in previous literature, Blattberg, Eppen, and Lieberman (1981) focus on promotion but assume that the promotion schedule is known; in addition, they do not model brand choice, and they assume that the consumer minimizes costs subject to a consumption constraint. Assunglio and Meyer (1993) maximize consumer utility and model promotion expectations but do not model brand choice. Krishna (1992 Krishna ( , 1994a considers brand choice and models promotion expectations but assumes that customers minimize costs subject to a consumption constraint, as do Blattberg, Eppen, and Lieberman. Erdem and Keane (1996) maximize utility and examine brand choice but consider product attributes, not promotion. Gbntil and Srinivasan (1996) consider promotion expectations, but do not model brand choice, and consider cost minimization. Erdem, Imai, and Keane (2003) consider brand choice and purchase quantity in a dynamic utility maximization framework. Our model is similar to theirs in that it also draws on the general framework of Hanemann (1984) to model utility for consumption. However, we tailor our model to investigate the impact of promotion on brand switching. For example, we treat heterogeneity using a continuous distribution rather than the latent class approach adopted by Erdem, Imai, and Keane. We also use a simpler promotion expectations model that focuses on the promotion schedule of individual brand-sizes. This article differs from that of Sun (2003) , who endogenizes the consumption decision and investigates promotion effect on endogenous consumption.
Model Specification
We model the consumer decision process as a dynamic programming problem under promotion uncertainty. We assume that consumer i = 1 ..., I visits the store on the periodic (e.g., weekly) basis t = 1 ..., T. On each store visit, the consumer decides whether to buy and which brand to buy given the observed promotions and expected future promotions of the j = 1, ..., J brand-sizes. We denote the nopurchase choice by j = 0. The objective of consumer i is to determine, for each of a series of store-visit occasions, whether to purchase the category and if so which brand, so as to maximize the sum of discounted expected future utility, Uit, over the finite planning horizon. 0 indexes the category decision, diot = 1 means that consumer i decides not to buy the product category (i.e., "chooses" alternative "0"), and diot = 0 means that consumer i decides to buy the product category in week t. The length of the finite decision horizon is T, and 0 < 8 < 1 is the discount factor to reflect that consuming now is preferred to consuming later (Erdem and Keane 1996; G6ntil and Srinivasan 1996). We denote the mathematical expectation operator as E(.). For each week t, we define the consumer's utility function over that week's consumption of each brand-size, Cijt, and of consumption of a composite of other goods, Zit. Thus, the utility is given by 3Note that we assume that the composite good is not storable, so we view Zit as either purchase or consumption. This is to simplify our model, the purpose of which is to explain behavior in the focal category.
The utility function is state dependent and stochastic, as Hanemann (1984) introduces. The variable Lastijt indicates whether consumer i purchased brand j at purchase occasion t-1. The benefit from consumption of brand j depends on Lastijt. The coefficients X2ij measure consumer i's intrinsic preference for brand j. The parameter X3i captures that consumers' learning of the quality of a product or their familiarity with a product can influence their consumption preference for a product. This state dependence phenomenon is also referred to as purchase-event feedback (Ailawadi, Gedenk, and Neslin 1999).
We normalize the price of the composite goods to be one. At each period, consumer i has income yit and incurs costs as a result of purchasing brands in the category, consuming other goods, managing category inventory, and incurring stockouts, in accordance with budget constraint:4 
Invijt Ci
We model promotion availability and consumer perceptions of promotion availability. As do Gntil and Srinivasan (1996) and Assunqdo and Meyer (1993), we assume that promotion of each brand-size follows a first-order Markov process and is independent across alternatives:6 (9) Prob(Promjt = lIPromj(t-1) = 1) = tj1, and (10) Prob(Promjt = lIPromj(t -1) = 0) = tjo, for j = 1 ..., J, where jl denotes the probability of promotion in period t, given that there was promotion in period t -1 for brand-size j. Similarly, itjo denotes the probability of promotion in period t, given that there was no promotion in period t -1. The parameters describe the frequencies and the 4Note that we include inventory costs in the budget constraint, which is equivalent to including it directly in the utility function. For a similar treatment, see Erdem, Imai, and Keane (2003). 5We can relax this assumption and allow total shopping expenditure to affect purchase decision by assuming a nonlinear utility function. We leave modeling expenditure effect for further research. 6We checked this assumption by calculating and comparing Equations 9 and 10 and then doing the same using Promj(t -2) instead of Prom(t -1). We found that the t -1 conditionals were different whereas the t -2 conditionals were virtually the same. temporal correlation of promotions over time. We assume that consumers learn these probabilities; G6ntil and Srinivasan (1996), who also estimate a structural model, find evidence that consumers can do so, as do Krishna, Currim, and Shoemaker (1991), who use a consumer survey.
Note that the utility function (Equation 8) and perceptions of promotion availability imply that loyal consumers are especially likely to adjust purchase timing (e.g., by acceleration). Consider the consumer who enters the store in time t and finds Brand A on promotion. The consumer does not need to buy the product category now (inventory is high) and realizes that doing so only adds inventory costs in the future. However, the consumer realizes that because the brand is on promotion now, it may not be next week, and by buying now, the consumer can ensure future consumption of Brand A. This future consumption benefit is especially high for consumers who prefer Brand A, and that is why they are intrinsically more likely to adjust purchase timing. Timing adjustment by loyal purchasers is the key intuitive reason for the upward bias in switching estimates; in taking this phenomenon into account, the dynamic structural model should provide more accurate switching estimates.
Our focus is the impact of promotion on brand switching, so it is natural that we model consumer promotion expectations rather than price expectations. Our emphasis on promotion expectations is also based on the following reasons: First, modeling price expectations would add more complexity by increasing the size of the dynamic program state space. Second, including these expectations would only make our case stronger, because there would be even more consumer adjustment of purchase timing. Third, the three price-related quantities are regular price (Priceijt), availability of a promotion (Promijt), and depth of a promotion (Dscntijt). We believe that consumers are most likely to form expectations for the availability of a promotion. Krishna, Currim, and Shoemaker (1991) find that consumers are more likely to have opinions of promotion frequency than promotion depth. Fourth, the variation in regular price per ounce was fairly small in our data (mean and standard deviations are $.0561 and $.0015, $.0389 and $.0017, $.0461 and $.0015, $.0480 and $.0016, $.0274 and $.0010, and $.0349 and $.0014 for the six brand-size combinations in our application). So plus or minus two standard deviations is on the order of an 8% change, whereas the average price promotion discount is on the order of a 15% to 30% change. Finally, we assume that it is easier to learn the probability of promotion on the next occasion conditional on current promotion than to learn the likelihood of a change in regular shelf price. Therefore, it is more rational to make the effort to learn when promotions will be available because it is easier and the payoff is higher.
The simplest way to incorporate future prices when solving consumers' dynamic programs is to treat the prices constant over the time horizon. Gt~ntil and Srinivasan (1996) follow this approach. We instead represent the prices as random draws from a normal distribution with mean and variance specific to the brand. The mean and variance remain constant over time. The results we report in this article use this specification. We also follow a similar approach for depth of promotions. We observe that constant prices yield similar parameter estimates and identical managerial implications. The adoption of simulation and interpolation significantly reduces the computation burden, which also enables us to take into account unobserved consumer heterogeneity. We begin the simulation with a starting value for 0. Next, we draw a set of parameters for a given consumer. We then solve the dynamic programming problem for the entire time span. We repeat the process for that same consumer, with a different set of pi. This generates Pijt. We then go through this process for the next consumer. After all consumers are finished, we have Pijt for each consumer, and we can calculate the likelihood function. Using simulation, we then numerically calculate gradients and obtain a new 9. We repeat the entire process until we can no longer improve the likelihood function.7
Reduced-Form Models
We compare our structural model with several conventional reduced-form models that are used to study consumer response to promotion. Using a multinomial logit model, we model the conditional probability that a household chooses brand j. The probability of choosing brand j given that a purchase is made is W.*. 
Note that Equation 18
corresponds to the structural model in its specification of intrinsic preference, state dependence, price, and price promotion. However, it does not consider purchase incidence or dynamic decision making. Nested logit is one method for modeling purchase incidence, though it does not explicitly model optimal dynamic decision making. In this framework, the probability of category purchase incidence depends on the expected maximum utility from the brand-choice decision. This expected maximum utility is given by CatVal = log(IJ lewit), which reflects the established brand preferences and marketing activity in the category at purchase occasion t (Ben-Akiva and Lerman 1985 where Dijt is a dummy variable that equals 1 if brand j is chosen by consumer i in week t, and Dit is a dummy variable that equals 1 if the product category is purchased by consumer i on trip t. We examine two additional models of incidence and choice. First is a logit model with no-purchase as an alter7Note that taking into account unobserved heterogeneity assuming continuous heterogeneity distribution requires the dynamic programming problem to be solved for each draw. A simpler treatment of heterogeneity is latent class approach, as Erdem, Imai, and Keane (2003) adopt.
8Note that including the variable PromTime in the nested logit model enables consumers to consider a next-period promotion possibility when making a purchase decision that maximizes their current utility. It is far too simple and ad hoc to capture the complicated decision process generated by forward-looking behavior and its interaction with promotion expectations. native (Chiang 1991; Erdem and Keane 1996; Erdem and Sun 2002). Our motivation for considering this model is to make the purchase incidence model more similar to our model, which also treats no-purchase as a distinct alternative. Second, we estimate a static version of our model. This assumes the discount factor 8 = 0, so consumers do not consider future periods. Accordingly, we also do not include inventory and stockout costs because they require dynamic optimization on the part of the consumer.
ANALYSES Synthetic Data Simulation
In our first analysis, we simulate synthetic data using the structural model with a known set of parameters, and we estimate various logit models and the structural model on these data. We intend to show that if consumers follow a rational purchase strategy, conventional logit models overestimate brand switching due to promotion.
We generate the data from our proposed dynamic structural model for 200 consumers during a 50-week horizon. In essence, we assume that the structural model is the "true" model. There are two brands with market shares of 70% and 30%. Table 1 shows the true parameter values for generating the synthetic data. We compare five models: (1) a logit choice model with brand preference, price, and promotion as independent variables; (2) a nested logit model; (3) a logit model with no purchase as a choice alternative; (4) the static version of our dynamic model;9 and (5) the dynamic model. 10 Table 1 , Column 2, shows the true parameter values (mean and standard deviations) for the synthetic data. Columns 3-7 report the average mean and average standard deviations over 100 simulations for each parameter. Table 1 shows the following: First, the structural model is estimated correctly; the average estimated parameters in Column 7 correspond to the true parameters. Second, the nonstructural models consistently overestimated the coefficient for promotion. The upward bias is highest for the logit model and lower for the three choice/incidence models. The results conform to our expectations but do not clearly demonstrate an upward bias in switching elasticities, which can be equal even if the raw coefficients are unequal (Ailawadi, Gedenk, and Neslin 1999).
We calculate promotion-switching elasticity as the percentage change in purchase probability of brand j with and without promotion, conditional on category purchase, for consumer i for brand j at week t: Table 1 presents the switching and switching percentage results and shows the following: First, logit models overestimate promotion elasticities more than the structural model. The t-tests show that the differences are significant. We use the word "overestimate" because the structural model is the true model, we estimate its coefficients accurately with that model, and its elasticities are therefore the true elasticities. Second, all the reduced-form models overestimate the brand-switching effect. The upward bias is highest for the stand-alone logit choice model and second highest for the nested logit model with purchase incidence. Logit with nopurchase options and the static structural models also result in higher switching elasticities.
The results suggest that logit choice models overestimate the brand-switching effect of promotions. The addition of purchase incidence helps alleviate this bias but not completely, apparently because the incidence models are a reduced form of dynamic decision making. Therefore, such a model does not fully capture the consumer's rational purchase strategy and confounds switching with purchase timing.
Empirical Application
Data. We used ketchup data collected by ACNielsen.12 The calibration sample consists of 8823 observations of 173 households that made 1473 purchases of ketchup during 51 weeks from 1986 to 1988 in Sioux Falls, S.Dak. We excluded occasional purchasers by randomly selecting households that made more than 4 purchases of ketchup during the 51 weeks. We also only chose households that purchased at most one unit of ketchup on each purchase occasion; single-unit purchasers represent 98% of all households 9This is a structural model that assumes immediate utility maximization. Consumers do not take into account future utilities. We therefore assume the discount parameter 8 = 0 and that there are no inventory effects.
10Note that to simplify, we assumed for the simulation that consumers know future regular prices. This assumption is relaxed in our empirical application, in which we assume that consumers view future regular prices as random draws from a normal distribution with constant mean and variance over time.
11Note that we cannot calculate this quantity for the stand-alone logit models or the static structural model because these models either do not consider purchase displacement (logit) or do not enable consumers to accelerate or decelerate purchases (static structural). However, it provides a useful basis for comparing the nested logit and no-purchase option logit with the dynamic structural model.
12A reason for using ketchup data is that the consumption rate is relative insensitive to promotion, as Ailawadi and Neslin (1998) show. However, for other product categories, ignoring flexible consumption rate may also cause overestimation of brand-switching elasticities. This supports our findings. and 96% of all purchase occasions. We selected six leading brand-sizes that constitute more than 85% of the (unit) market share: Heinz 14 oz., 28 oz. and 32 oz., 40 oz. and 44 oz., and 64 oz.; Hunt's 32 oz.; and Del Monte 28 oz. and 32 oz. We grouped similar sizes (e.g., 28 oz. and 32 oz., 40 oz. and 44 oz.) together to reduce the computation burden. The six sizes we considered cover more than 98% of the sales of the three brands in our study. 
375). This is a matter of rescaling that does not affect the results.
We chose the ketchup category because it is a product that consumers can use flexibly and that has relatively low holding costs. It is also a well-promoted category. As a result, ketchup is a category for which consumers can plan their We operationalized price as regular, everyday shelf price. We follow Abraham and Lodish (1987) to construct the price discount, Dscntijt. We defined promo equal to 1 if there was a price discount in that week and equal to 0 otherwise. We defined Last equal to 1 for the brand-size that was chosen most recently and equal to 0 otherwise (see Ailawadi, Gedenk, and Neslin 1999; Seetharaman, Ainslie, and Chintagunta 1999).13 The 8 is fixed at .995 (Erdem and Keane 1996).14 Comparative model fit. The fit statistics for both insample (calibration) and out-of-sample (holdout) are provided in Table 3 . Because choice models (Model 1 and 2) and choice/incidence models (Models 3-7) fit data to different model structures (incidence and/or brand), the overall log-likelihood values and Bayesian information criteria (BICs) are not directly comparable. Thus, we also report the log-likelihood values of the brand choice component for the nested logits (Models 3 and 4) to compare the performance of various reduced-form choice models. In terms of this choice component, model fit improves from Model 1 to Model 4; Model 4 is the best-fitting choice model. We then compared the overall log-likelihood value and BICs for Models 3-7. The overall log-likelihood (absolute) value and BICs are lower for Model 7 than for Models 3-6, indicating that the dynamic model fits data the best.15 Holdout sample fit statistics support this finding. To better assess the fit of each model, we report predicted average probabilities and counts of each choice alternative in comparison with the sample frequency and sample count of the calibrated sample. In addition, we report the percentage of correctly predicted choice alternatives and Efron's R2 for both the calibration sample and the holdout sample.16 These indexes paint the same picture. The comparison of Models 6 and 7 suggests that the static version of our model performs worse than the dynamic version, which suggests that dynamics indeed matter.
Overall, the dynamic structural model fits better than the other models in terms of log-likelihood, BIC, and hit rates for the calibration and holdout samples.17 This suggests that our proposed model provides a better description for consumer rational purchase behavior in the ketchup category. Models 3-5 underperform the forward-looking model because they try to capture the dynamics of consumer rational strategy by an exogenously imposed statistical relationship. The assumed relationship is too simple and ad hoc to incorporate the complex effects of purchase timing and forward-looking inventory effects. The choice models (Models 1 and 2) ignore purchase timing and cannot completely capture consumer rational purchase strategy. The static structural model (Model 6) performs worse than the dynamic model because the former leaves out all the dynamics. Estimated coefficients. Table 4 reports the estimation results of the seven competing models; mean parameter estimates are reported in the first line, and the standard deviation estimates across households are reported in the second line. We first focus on the structural model (Model 7). All the mean coefficients are significant and have expected signs. The standard deviations are also significant for all coefficients except that for stockout cost. This provides evidence that consumers are heterogeneous. Brandconsumption preferences for the six brand-size combinations are also significantly estimated, and there are indications of significant heterogeneity in preference. The significance of the last purchase parameter reinforces the It conveys the proportion of the variance of the dependent variable explained by the independent variable and is a more reliable model selection criterion for discrete-choice models (Amemiya 1985) .
l7Note that the holdout sample consists of households in a different city than the calibration sample households, so this predictive validity test is more stringent than predicting the choices of the same households in a different period or of different households in the same period. existence of state dependence in brand preference. The results also show that price has a negative impact on purchase, and promotion increases the attractiveness of the price discount, as we expected. The coefficients for inventory and stockout costs are negative and significant, as we expected. In monetary terms, the holding cost is equivalent to a weekly price reduction of .05/ .44 = $. 11. Given an average price of approximately $1.25 per bottle, a consumer would be indifferent between a 20% price cut ($.25) and holding a 32 oz. bottle of ketchup in inventory for slightly longer than two weeks. This shows much flexibility in that the consumer would be willing to stockpile a bottle of ketchup even if it meant it was not going to be consumed immediately.
The estimates of the promotion expectations are sensible. The estimated perceived conditional probability of a promotion in period t, given that there was not a promotion in period t -1, is greater than the probability if there was a promotion in period t -1. The implied promotion frequencies, calculated as l0j/(1 + tjo -tjl), are 7.0%, 19.0%, 9.5%, 7.0%, 12.9%, and 15.7% for the six brand-sizes, respectively, which correspond nicely to the observed frequencies in Table 2 (Heinz 64 oz. is the one exception). Overall, these results are notable: They show that the estimated perceived promotion transition probabilities recover the actual promotion frequencies rather well. This suggests that consumers indeed learn the promotion schedule. The correlation between brand preference and promotion response is positive, showing that consumers who have a higher-thanaverage intrinsic preference for a particular ketchup brand are also more promotion sensitive than average. Thus, brand-loyal customers are more likely to adjust their purchase timing to meet the promotion schedule of their favorite brand.
We now focus on the purchase incidence parameters in Model 4. The inventory and stockout variables are negative, as we expected (though only weakly statistically significant). The positive estimate of CatValit shows that consumers are more likely to accelerate purchase on promotion; the negative estimate of PromTimeit implies that consumers delay their purchase until next promotion with the belief that the longer the time since the last promotion, the higher is the probability of promotion in the next period. The CatValit variable is standard for nested logit models, but the PromTimeit variable is relatively new. Our results support its inclusion as an ad hoc way to model deceleration.
Finally, the promotion coefficient was consistently higher as we moved from the structural model to Model 5 and through to Model 1. These results are similar to our synthetic data simulation. We next turn to estimated elasticities and switching percentages to determine whether the logit, nested logit, and nondynamic structural models produce greater switching effects.
Estimated elasticities and switching percentages. Table 5 shows the comparative short-term and long-term switching elasticities and percentage breakdown of switching versus purchase displacement for a marginal promotion of Heinz 28 oz. and 32 oz. in Week 11. It also reports sales elasticities when the promotion perceptions of Heinz 28 oz. and 32 oz. are increased by 50%. The results are quite similar to our simulation in that the switching effects are consistently higher for the logit, nested logit, logit with no-purchase option, and static structural models than for the dynamic structural model. The nondynamic models infer more brand switching than does the dynamic structural model. Given our concerns about not taking into account consumer rational timing adjustments and given our previous simulation results, the empirical results suggest that reduced-form models overstate switching effects compared with a dynamic structural model. It is notable that there is not much difference between the two logit choice models or among the four reduced-form choice/incidence models, though PromTime seems to help. The key seems to be the addition of purchase incidence, but how incidence is added does not make much of a difference, except in the dynamic structural model.
The difference between the reduced-form choice/incidence models and the structural model is managerially meaningful. 
Policy-Change Analysis
Senior managers are often more interested in evaluating the effect of a significant change in promotion policy rather than the effect of marginal promotion. It is in this area that we expect the dynamic structural model to distinguish itself even more from the nondynamic models, because the structural model explicitly takes into account the promotion policy through the frequency perception coefficients, n. Keane (1997a, p. 312) states our expectations best: "To successfully forecast behavior after a regime change one needs to model how agents tailor their decision rules to particular regimes. One needs a so-called 'structural' model whose parameters are 'primitives' of agents' preferences, information processing systems,... which remain fixed across regimes."
We expect that the structural model will predict less of a gain in market share than the other models for the brand that experiences a quantum increase in promotion frequency. This is because these models do not explicitly enable consumers to adjust their purchase timing as a function of the firm's overall promotion policy. The choice/incidence models try to achieve this by including inventory and ad hoc variables such as PromTimeijt, but they do not do as complete a job as the structural model, which models rational consumer adjustments explicitly in a dynamic programming framework.
We run a simulation in which we increase the actual promotion frequencies of Heinz 28 oz./32 oz. by 50% and The results suggest that reduced-form models significantly overestimate the effectiveness of a policy increase in promotion frequency because they do not explicitly enable consumers to adjust their purchase timing strategies rationally in response to the new regime, and they assume the same promotion sensitivities hold for the new regime.
Limitations
As we noted in the model development section, we assume a simple mechanism for consumers' future price expectations. We focused on expectations of promotions; notably, regular price variations were quite modest (see "Model Specification"). Therefore, we resorted to a simplifying assumption to enhance the computational feasibility of our model. Erdem, Imai, and Keane (2003) and Hendel and Nevo (2002) systematically examine the price expectation process. A comprehensive specification of both price and promotion expectations is desirable, particularly when analyzing a category in which price fluctuations are considerable. We hope to address this issue in a future research effort.
We also implicitly assume that consumers expect promotions to be independent across alternatives. Erdem, Imai, and Keane (2003) and Hendel and Nevo (2002) find that the promotions across alternatives may be correlated. A simple pairwise empirical analysis shows that only 5 of the 15 average within-store correlations among our six brand-sizes are significantly different from 0. The magnitude of the significant ones ranges from -.16 to .27. As part of increasing the sophistication of consumer expectations, we might select a higher-order Markov model that allows for covariation in promotions across alternatives. This would complicate the model development significantly; however, it would be a worthy topic for further research. In the interim, we conjecture that any better specification of consumer expectations should strengthen the findings reported here. As consumers hold more sophisticated expectations of the firms' promotional strategies, they will become more adept at adjusting their purchase timing, which increases the need for dynamic rational models to unravel purchase-timing decisions from brand switching.
Finally, we have assumed that the consumption rate is deterministic. As a result, the advent of a stockout is deterministic. This happens because our model predicts the same choices for households with identical purchase histories and holds taste parameters constant. This may result in a bias in elasticities (for details, see Erdem, Imai, and Keane 2003). With six alternatives, the possibility of identical purchase histories should decrease as the purchase history increases. Given the long history for each household in our model, we believe that the bias arising from deterministic consumption should be minimal.
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
The themes of this article are that logit decision models can overestimate the extent of promotion-induced brand switching because they do not completely account for consumers' rational adjustments in purchase timing and that a dynamic structural model can address this problem. We have investigated this thesis by developing a dynamic structural model of choice and incidence and comparing it with a stand-alone logit choice model, a nested logit model with incidence, a logit model with a no-purchase alternative, and a static version of the dynamic model. The dynamic model differs from these reduced-form static models by explicitly modeling the process by which consumers decide what and when to purchase, taking into account their current inventory status and their perceptions of future promotion activity. Our key findings are as follows: *In a simulation that uses data generated by the structural model, the reduced-form models consistently overpredicted switching elasticities and the percentage of the promotion sales bump due to brand switching. *The structural model fits the data better than the reduced-form models, including the reduced-form choice/incidence models. *In estimating these models on real data for the ketchup category, we observed the same pattern of estimated elasticities and switching percentages that we found in the simulation. *In evaluating the total effect on sales of a 50% increase in promotion frequency, the reduced-form models predicted much higher sales gains than the dynamic structural model.
The results suggest that, as we expected, reduced-form models overstate the brand-switching effects of promotion. All four analyses contribute to this conclusion. For example, the simulation convinces that the reduced-form models overstate elasticities on simulated data, but there is no guarantee that the simulated data, based on the structural model, reflect reality. The better fit of the dynamic structural model on real data, together with its sensible coefficient estimates and our observation of the same pattern in estimated elasticities in real data, suggests that the simulation reflects reality well and that the higher switching effects by the logit models in the empirical test are truly overstated. The policy analysis drives home the point that the real gain from the structural model is in evaluating major policy changes, because that is an area in which the model's explicit accounting for the current promotion policy works to advantage.
As we expected, in all our analyses, the stand-alone logit model exhibits the most bias. Much, though not all, of the bias can be alleviated by estimating nested logit models with incidence; at least these models try to attain similar 19Note that we assume that consumers learn the new schedule and update their frequency perceptions (it). The consumer may not be perfectly informed of the policy change. Because our article focuses more on how consumers adjust purchase given their perceptions on promotion schedule than on how they form promotion perceptions, we make this assumption and leave perception formation for further research. Table   5 We have also learned the following from the particular coefficients and results of our empirical study: *Consumers with intrinsically higher preference are more likely to take advantage of a promotion for their preferred brand. *Consumers appear to have accurate perceptions of promotion frequency in that our estimated parameters for promotion expectations corresponded well to actual promotion frequency. *Deceleration is a real phenomenon, as exhibited most directly by the significance of the PromTime variable. *A dynamic structural model of choice/incidence fits the data better and performs better on holdout data testing than do reduced-form models that attempt to cover the same phenomena. This suggests that the effort of running consumers through a dynamic program pays off in better fit and prediction.
Our findings have several important implications for researchers. First, the choice promotion-elasticity estimates derived from reduced-form models, especially stand-alone logit models, should be interpreted with caution. These elasticities are probably overstated. Second, researchers should devote more attention to dynamic structural models. We perceive movement in this direction (Erdem, Imai, and Keane 2003; Erdem and Keane 1996; G6ntil and Srinivasan 1996; Sun 2000) and encourage research in this area. The cost of computation for these models is high, but with improved computing power they are becoming more practical. That the benefit of these models is relevant to managers (i.e., more accurate predictions of brand switching and sales levels) should spur the movement even more. Third, in the event that a researcher is unable to estimate a structural model, the next best model is an ad hoc choice/incidence model that includes variables such as PromTime. These variables are statistically important and help improve switching elasticity estimates. Fourth, our results encourage theoretical research that emphasizes purchase dynamics as a reason for promotion (see Blattberg, Eppen, and Lieberman 1981). There is a need for additional economic models that examine the effects of dynamic rational consumer behavior on promotion policy in a competitive framework.
MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS, CONCLUSION, AND FURTHER RESEARCH
First, promotions may be more of a purchase-timing game than a brand-switching game, as was previously believed. This is consistent with recent research that has shown the importance of stockpiling and deceleration ( Second, managers should be cautious of panel data-based simulations of forecasted changes in sales due to major policy changes, if the forecasting models do not explicitly take into account how consumers will adjust to the new policy. Such forecasts may be overoptimistic because they do not consider how consumers will adjust to the policy change.
For example, if reliance on promotion is doubled, many consumers who formerly bought at regular price will structure their buying habits to purchase during promotions. These are not truly incremental sales.
Third, because loyal customers are more likely to purchase on promotion by adjusting purchase timing, manufacturers should find ways to distinguish loyal customers from nonloyal customers and target the latter for promotion effort.
Fourth, because consumer rational purchase strategies can have a negative impact on profit, manufacturers should find ways to discourage consumers from taking advantage of promotion by adjusting purchase timing. For example, specifying the maximum number of units purchased on promotion can increase the promotion effect of attracting new purchases switched from other brands or other stores but can limit stockpiling behavior.
Although our results are quite encouraging, there are remaining issues that suggest topics for further research. First, it would be worthwhile to find reduced-form models that capture the incidence and choice process as well as the structural model. We believe this would be possible if the reduced-form models contained the correct variables; for example, promotion frequency could be incorporated directly in the model (see Kopalle, Mela, and Marsh 1999) . Second, as we mentioned previously, we can relax the assumption that consumption is constant. For some product categories, promotion also has a significant impact on consumption rate, which contributes to the incremental sales increase that promotion induces (for a structural model in which consumers endogenously decide how much to consume, see Sun 2003) . Third, it would be beneficial to examine profit. Promotion causes brand switching, which contributes positively to profit; however, promotion induces purchase acceleration or deceleration and stockpiling, which may contribute negatively to profit. What promotion strategy can balance these considerations in the presence of a consumer who will rationally adjust to any policy change? Fourth, as we also mentioned previously, regular price expectations and promotion depth as well as promotion frequency could be modeled. This would add complexity because of the additional continuous state space variable and is unlikely to change our basic result. However, the added insight of distinguishing between promotion and price would be important. Relatedly, rather than treat the promotion schedules as independent, further research could incorporate dependencies. Fifth, it would be especially useful to model the process by which consumers learn promotion schedules. This would enhance the message from our Lucas critique simulation, which, for the sake of illustration, assumed that consumers readily learned the new promotion schedule. Finally, estimates of brand switching are at least indirectly related to the problem of estimating the "postpromotion dip" (e.g., Neslin and Stone 1996). The structural model we develop, embellished, for example, by incorporating endogenous consumption, the number of units purchased, and transaction costs, would be useful for identifying the key factors that mask the postpromotion dip.
Although we demonstrate the merit of the structural model, we must recognize some of the limitations of the approach. These models pose difficult estimation challenges that necessitate simplifying assumptions. More important, developing and estimating such a model may be beyond the reach of most practitioners. Therefore, managers may continue to rely on reduced-form models that are far simpler to estimate. By developing several reduced-form models for comparison purposes, we offer guidance for specifications that might alleviate, at least partially, the potential bias for overestimating the impact of promotion on brand switching.
In conclusion, this research provides encouraging support that more accurate estimates of brand-switching elasticities can be obtained by incorporating forward-looking consumer behavior into structural models. This calls for further research projects in this area. As the buying public becomes more and more informed about prices and shopping issues, we believe that taking into account the rational consumer (Keane 1997b) will become more important in evaluating the effectiveness of sales promotions.
